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Abstract

The impact of gases arising from the gasification of wood chips on the performance of an intermediate temperature solid oxide fuel cell
(IT-SOFC) has been assessed. The anode material was a 60:40 wt.% Ni:CGO-10 (Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95) cermet, which was tested in various gas
atmospheres from diluted hydrogen to emulated gasification mixtures containing H2, N2, CO, CH4 and CO2. It was found that CO decreased
the performance of the cell when compared to H2. The presence of 10% CO2 in the fuel did not significantly affect cell performance, whilst
operation with 5 and 10% CH4 resulted in poor power output due to carbon deposition. The current–voltage characteristics of the cell in
hydrogen compared well with theoreticalI/V predictions. The latter enable leakage currents, arising from the partial reduction of the CGO
electrolyte on the anode side, to be quantified.
© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The importance of replacing fossil fuels with sustainable
and renewable energy sources in order to achieve a reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions is of great concern. Small-scale
gasification has been identified as a significant source of
gaseous biofuels for heat and electricity generation. Wood
chip gasification results in gas compositions of 40–50% N2+
22–27% CO+ 15% H2 + 10–15% CO2 + 2–3% CH4 [1].
The gases produced are used in engines and turbines with
fairly low efficiencies and generate significant amounts of
regulated pollutants (NOx, SOx, and particulates).

Replacement of these conventional heat engines with fuel
cells would allow a more efficient use of biofuels but, more
significantly, would reduce NOx to insignificant levels and
increase CO2 benefits.

However, the impact of using a biofuel within a fuel cell
is not well established. The application of biofuel in a fuel
cell has been discussed by several authors[2–15] but in
nearly all cases the work has been based on paper studies of
system performance, and has largely, though not exclusively,
concentrated on the Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC).
Exceptions include the work of Kiros et al.[2], who studied
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a biomass fuelled alkaline fuel cell, Alderucci et al.[9] who
carried out a thermodynamic study of an integrated biomass
catalytic gasifier-solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) system, and
Staniforth and Kendall[10] who used simulated biogas to
power a small tubular SOFC.

Of all the fuel cell types, the SOFC is likely to possess a
greater level of tolerance to contaminants as well as provide
the opportunity for internal reforming of the biofuel. Inter-
mediate temperature SOFCs (IT-SOFCs) have been chosen
as the basis for this study. The advantages and issues of op-
erating at this temperature have been discussed by Steele
et al. [16–18]and Huijsmans et al.[19].

Zhu et al.[20] experimentally studied the impact of gasi-
fication gases on an IT-SOFC, but the cell electrodes used
were based on salt-oxide composite (SOC) with Ni-based
oxides and fluorides. However, the SOC catalyst electrodes
showed a high sensitivity to nitrogen concentration, result-
ing in a significant reduction of the cell open circuit voltage
(OCV) when nitrogen was present in the fuel gas stream.
Therefore, this anode material would not be feasible with
the gasification gases studied in this work, which contain
up to 50% N2. Zhu recommended the use of ceria for the
electrodes.

The aim of this study is to consider the impact of one
renewable fuel source, namely that arising from the gasi-
fication of wood chips, on IT-SOFC performance, and
specifically on anode behaviour. The materials chosen were
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Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95 (CGO-10) electrolytes with Ni-CGO cer-
met anodes. Although yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) has
shown very satisfactory results when used with nickel as
an anode for SOFCs, at intermediate temperatures doped
cerium oxides exhibit higher ionic conductivity than YSZ.
Furthermore, the mixed conductivity of CGO should in-
crease the reaction surface area by facilitating electron and
oxygen ion transport in the anode[16,21,22].

2. Experimental

2.1. Ni-CGO anode

A Ni-CGO cermet was prepared using 40 wt.% CGO-10
(Rhodia) and 60 eq.wt.% Ni in the form of green NiO (Al-
pha Aesar) mixed with additives such as binder, dispersant,
plasticiser and solvent. The anode material was characterised
after reduction by 4-point dc lateral conductivity measure-
ments in 10% H2/N2 + 2.3% H2O, which gave a lateral
conductivity of 942 S cm−1 at 682◦C on an 11�m thick re-
duced anode.

Previous work[23,24] on 2-electrode impedance spec-
troscopy measurements on anode half cells in reducing
conditions has shown that the data from that technique is
affected by the reduction of CGO in the electrolyte pellet
support, resulting in apparent large capacitance values at low
frequencies. As a result, this work focused on fabricating
and testing anode structures in a full fuel cell configuration.

2.2. Cell preparation

An electrolyte supported cell was prepared in order
to assess anode performance under load in various gas
compositions. The cell consisted of a dense CGO-10 elec-
trolyte pellet (550�m thick), an LSCF-CGO (70 wt.%
La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3−δ–30 wt.% Ce0.8Gd0.2O1.9−x) cath-
ode (15�m thick) [25] and a Ni-CGO anode (13�m thick).
The CGO-10 electrolyte powder (Praxair) was pressed in a
16 mm diameter die with 1 t load and fired at 1450◦C for
2 h. The pellet diameter after firing was 11.6 mm. An anode
layer was doctor bladed on one side of the electrolyte pel-
let using the Ni-CGO material described previously. Only
the central area of the electrolyte, 8 mm in diameter, was
covered with the anode material, leaving a small external
ring for the cell glass sealing. The active cell area was thus
defined by the anode to be approximately 0.5 cm2. The
combined structure was then sintered at 1300◦C for 2 h
in air. A platinum mesh was used as current collector and
bonded to the anode layer by covering the mesh with some
Ni-CGO slurry and pressing it onto the anode, followed
by a second identical sintering step. The anode layer was
therefore slightly thicker than 13�m.

The cathode layer was sprayed onto the whole surface of
the other side of the electrolyte pellet using a LSCF-CGO
slurry and sintered at 850◦C for 2 h. Subsequently, some

slurry was painted onto a second platinum current collector
mesh, pressed onto the cathode and sintered at 850◦C for
2 h.

Glass sealant (DuPont Encapsulant) was painted onto the
non-coated ring on the anode side and placed on a zirco-
nia tube with the anode side facing the inside of the tube.
A platinum wire was welded onto each platinum mesh for
electrical contacts and a thermocouple was placed next to
the anode side. The assembly was placed in a horizontal tube
furnace and fired in air at 850◦C for 0.5 h to seal the cell
on the zirconia tube. The cathode side was left in ambient
air, whereas fuel mixtures were fed onto the anode through
a small ceramic tube, 2 mm away from the anode.

2.3. Cell performance testing

The cell was tested in moist hydrogen/nitrogen mixtures
and in various emulated gasification mixtures. Experiments
were performed at atmospheric pressure at 650◦C.

Steady state current–voltage characteristics of the cell
were obtained using a Solartron 1287 potentiostat in gal-
vanostatic mode. Complex impedance plots were acquired
using a Solartron 1260 Impedance Analyser.

Fuel mixtures were controlled by mass flow meters
(Bronkhorst). The total gas flow rate was maintained be-
tween 30 and 40 ml min−1. The gas stream was humidified
by passing the outlet of the gas line through a water bubbler.
The bubbler was placed in a water bath, allowing the steam
content to be varied by controlling the water temperature.

2.4. Microstructural characterisation

After the performance tests, the cell was cooled down
to room temperature under the testing environment,
cross-sectioned and polished down to a 1�m diamond fin-
ish. The microstructure of the electrode and electrolyte lay-
ers was characterised using an analytical Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM). In order to obtain a micrograph of the
anode material with no carbon deposition, a separate anode
sample was prepared in the same condition as the cell, re-
duced in 10% H2/N2 and fractured to be analysed by SEM.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure of the cell

Fig. 1 reveals the anode fracture surface of the sep-
arate anode sample. Furthermore,Fig. 2 shows the
cathode–electrolyte interface. SEM examination of the cell
cross-section revealed a satisfactory electrolyte of approx-
imately 94% of theoretical density, which did not exhibit
interconnected porosity.

The cathode layer contained angular elongated grains,
which originate from a coarse particle size fraction in the
CGO electrolyte.
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Fig. 1. SEM micrograph revealing the fracture surface of the anode layer after reduction in 10% H2/N2 at 700◦C for 0.5 h.

3.2. Cell operation in moist hydrogen

The cell was first fed with 10% H2/N2 + 2.3% H2O at
650◦C in order to reduce NiO to Ni in the anode. A cur-
rent density of 40 mA cm−2 was then applied to the cell for
2 h until a steady cell voltage was obtained. The OCV was
0.88 V.

Fig. 2. SEM cross-sectional micrograph of the cathode–electrolyte interface taken after the cell test. Image analyses indicated that the LSCF-CGO cathode
has a relative density of 14% and the CGO electrolyte 94% of theoretical density.

Subsequently, the hydrogen concentration was increased
to 20% and then to 50%, which resulted in an increase of the
OCV to 0.89 and 0.93 V, respectively.Fig. 3 shows theI/V
curve in 10, 20 and 50% H2/N2 + 2.3% H2O. As expected,
the cell power density increased with increasing H2 concen-
tration. Although factors such as the thick electrolyte, dilute
fuel at the anode and stagnant air at the cathode side are
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Fig. 3. Current–voltage results for the cell operating at 650◦C under 10, 20 and 50% H2/N2 + 2.3% H2O.

expected to considerably reduce the cell performance, the
current and voltage results were sufficiently encouraging to
warrant further testing in various fuel compositions.

In order to extract the anode overpotential from the cell
results, the cathode and electrolyte potential drops had to
be measured. The current–overpotential behaviour of the
LSCF-CGO cathode was obtained from independent three
electrode measurements on CGO electrolyte[26]. Elec-
trolyte ionic losses were evaluated using the area specific
resistance (ASR= 1.8� cm2) of CGO-10 (Praxair) ob-
tained experimentally in air at 650◦C from a 730�m thick
pellet.
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Fig. 4. Cell cathode, electrolyte and anode overpotentials at 650◦C in 10% H2/N2 + 2.3% H2O.

The resulting electrolyte potential drop and cathode over-
potential are shown inFig. 4, from which the anode over-
potential value can be extracted. At a current density of
0.1 A cm−2, the anode overpotential was found to be 0.13 V,
equivalent to an anode ASR of 1.3� cm2. However, this
analysis neglects the effect of the partial electronic conduc-
tivity of the electrolyte.

In order to check this effect, theoretical current–voltage
characteristics were calculated for the cell using the model
developed by Godickemeier and co-workers[27,28], mod-
ified by Steele[16] and discussed in[29]. The model ac-
counts for the presence of partial short circuiting electronic
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of a mixed electrolyte cell.

currents due to the electrolyte mixed conductivity, even un-
der OCV conditions. This results in a decrease of the OCV,
as well as changes in thepO2 at both anode and cathode
interfaces with the electrolyte.

Fig. 5 represents a schematic cross-section of the SOFC
and illustrates the model.P(l) and P(h) are the anode and
cathode oxygen partial pressures imposed by the external
fuel and oxidant. The anode and cathode potentials,V(l)
andV(h) at the low and highpO2, respectively, can thus be
determined together withVn, the Nernst voltage. However,
in order to account for the anode and cathode polarisation
lossesRa andRc, the actual oxygen partial pressureP(a) and
P(c) at the electrolyte/anode and electrolyte/cathode inter-
faces were defined.

Vmc = Vth − jiRi (1)

where

Vth = Vn − ji(Ra + Rc) (2)

Thus,

Vmc = Vn − ji(Ri + Ra + Rc) (3)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the experimental and modelled current–voltage characteristics of the cell at 650◦C with air as the oxidant and 50% H2/N2 + 2.3%
H2O as the fuel. Also shown is the Nernst voltage (Vn), in the absence of leakage current. Model parameter values:L = 550�m; T = 923 K;
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whereji is the oxygen ion current passing through the elec-
trolyte andRi is the electrolyte ionic resistance. Under OCV
conditionsje = ji and the equation forje [4], the electronic
leakage current, can thus be solved.

je = σi

L

(
P(−)

exp(−4RT/F(Vh + jiRc))

)1/4

(jiRi)

×exp(F/RT(Vn − ji(Ri + Ra + Rc))) − 1

1 − exp(−F/RTjiRi)
(4)

σi is the electrolyte ionic conductivity;L is the elec-
trolyte thickness;P(−) is the oxygen partial pressure at
which σe = σi with σe being the electrolyte electronic
conductivity; R is the molar gas constant;F is the Fara-
day constant; andT is the temperature in Kelvin (K). The
P(−) value for CGO-10 calculated from Steele[16] was
found to be 8.83 × 10−23 atm. However, Steele[16] also
reported that the theoreticalP(−) value and the experimen-
tally obtainedP(−) values often show some discrepancy.
The P(−) is specific to each CGO powder and therefore,
for this work, a best fit value of 3.25 × 10−24 atm was
used.

The model cell characteristics are plotted inFig. 6where
they are compared with the experimental data for 50% H2
reproduced fromFig. 3. The anode ohmic resistance used
in the model was varied, and a value of 1.5� cm2 gave a
good fit to the experimental curve. This anode resistance is
close to that extracted using overpotential data (1.3� cm2,
seeFig. 4). The lower experimental OCV (0.93 V) than the
Nernst potential (1.11 V) arises from the partial reduction of
the CGO electrolyte at the anode side. The leakage current
at open circuit was calculated to be 0.05 A cm−2 under these
conditions.
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Fig. 7. Modelled current–voltage characteristics of the cell at 650◦C with air as the oxidant and 50% H2/N2 + 2.3% H2O as the fuel. All parameter
values are the same as forFig. 5, except thatL = 20�m; leading toRi = 0.053� cm2.

The model was then used to predict theI/V characteristics
of a cell with 20�m thick electrolyte instead of 550�m.
All other parameters were kept the same as for the tested
550�m cell. Fig. 7 shows that a maximum power output
of 0.17 W cm−2 could be achieved if the electrolyte thick-
ness was reduced to 20�m (assuming a linear polarisation
resistance of the electrodes).

Impedance spectroscopy was performed on the experi-
mental cell under the same fuel conditions at a current den-
sity of 20 mA cm−2. Results were corrected for the ohmic
loss due to the thick electrolyte pellet at high frequencies,
and normalised to electrode area.Fig. 8shows the presence
of two semi-circles on the Cole-Cole plots. The high fre-
quency (HF) arc (frequencies> 100 Hz) was relatively in-
dependent of the hydrogen concentration, whereas the low
frequency (LF) arc was strongly affected by the H2 con-
tent. Effectively, the LF arc resistance exhibits an approxi-
mate (pH2)−1 dependency. This suggests that the LF feature
might be dominated by mass transport limitations arising
from transport in the gas phase within the anode. This is con-
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sistent with independent measurements on the LSCF-CGO
cathode, which suggest a negligible contribution of the order
of 1 m� cm2 from gas transport limitations in air at 650◦C
on the cathode. This influence of the anode gas phase dif-
fusion at LF is also consistent with the anode’s fine pore
structure and highlights the need for optimisation of the an-
ode pore structure to improve anode performance.

3.3. Cell operation in gasification gases

Fig. 9 presents the anode overpotential for various gas
mixtures from moist 25% H2 to a simulated biofuel compo-
sition. The anode overpotential was extracted from the cell
I/V characteristics using the subtraction method described
for moist hydrogen. The impact of CO and CO2 are evident
from the plot. CO does not poison the anode, as moist 25%
H2 + 25% CO shows a slightly higher power density than
moist 25% H2. However, moist CO alone gave a high anode
overpotential. On the other hand, the addition of 10% CO2
in a moist 15% H2 + 25% CO resulted in only a very small
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drop in performance. This indicates that CO2 acts only as a
diluent and that the slight drop in performance is due to the
lower pH2 at the fuel side arising from its replacement with
CO2.

These observations are also evident from the impedance
plots presented inFig. 10.

The HF semi-circle is the response associated with charge
transfer process at both the anode and cathode. The increase
in the HF arc diameter with changes in fuel composition is
qualitatively proportional to the anode ASR increase, given
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that the cathode ASR is expected to be constant and indepen-
dent of the anode fuel content. The results are summarised
in Table 1.

Table 1shows that for 50% fuel, replacing 50% H2+2.3%
H2O with a gasification mixture (15% H2; 25% CO; 10%
CO2 and 2.3% H2O) increases the electrode ASR (HF arc)
by a factor of 2.2.

Moreover,Fig. 10andTable 1reveal the high dependence
of the LF arc on the nature of the fuel. For example, when
H2 and CO are compared, the LF arc diameter for 25%
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Table 1
Effect of fuel composition on the relative anode ASR from the impedance plots ofFig. 10

Gas composition HF ASR (� cm2) HF relative ASR LF ASR (� cm2) LF relative ASR

50% H2 0.08 1 0.05 1
25% H2 0.15 1.9 0.35 7.0
25% H2, 25% CO 0.16 2.0 0.26 5.2
15% H2, 25% CO 0.17 2.1 0.38 7.6
15% H2, 25% CO, 10% CO2 0.18 2.2 0.40 8.0
25% CO 0.25 3.1 1.4 28.0

50% H2 was taken as the reference (relative ASR set to 1). All gas mixtures are in N2 + 2.3% H2O.

H2 is 0.35� cm2, whereas it is four times larger for 25%
CO (1.4� cm2). It is believed that the LF arc is related to
gas phase diffusion within the anode. Bulk binary diffusion
coefficients were calculated[30] for CO and H2 in N2 using
Eq. (5).

DAB = 0.0018583T 3/2

P(σAB)2ΩD,AB

√
1

MA

+ 1

MB

(5)

where T is the temperature (K);P is the pressure (atm);
DAB is the binary diffusion coefficient (cm2/s); MX is the
molecular weight for gasX (g mol−1); kB is the Boltzmann’s
constant;σAB is the Lennard–Jones “force constant” (Å);
andΩD,AB is the collision integral related tokBT/εAB, which
can be found in[30].

At 650◦C andP = 1 atm, it was found thatDH2/N2 =
4.87× 10−4 m2 s−1 andDCO/N2 = 1.36× 10−4 m2 s−1, i.e.
the binary diffusion coefficient of H2/N2 is 3.6 times faster
than that for CO/N2. This is consistent with the observed
increase in the LF arc resistance. This supports the hypoth-
esis that the LF response can be attributed to gas transport
limitation in the anode, and highlights the need for a more
porous anode material.

Finally, the steam content was increased to 10%, and 5%
CH4 was added to a 50% H2/N2 mixture so as to assess
the impact of the presence of methane. The sequence of gas
compositions and the corresponding cell terminal potential
are listed inTable 2. It can be seen that the use of 10% CH4
resulted in a significant drop in cell performance. This is
illustrated inFig. 11, which shows that the effect of CH4 on
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Table 2
Impact of CH4 on the cell voltage

Time (min) H2 (%) CH4 (%) H2O (%) V (V)

0 50 0 2.3 0.765
45 50 0 10 0.760
55 50 5 10 0.751
75 50 10 10 0.748
90 50 0 10 0.751

Time, gas composition and cell terminal potential under 20 mA cm−2 at
650◦C.

the cell impedance data at 650◦C. The total cell resistance,
i.e. the distance on theZreal axis between the high frequency
and the low frequency intercept, increased as CH4 was added
to the gas mixture. The LF arc diameter increased most
significantly with increasing CH4 concentration. However,
the resistance did not fully recover on removing the CH4.
This suggests that CH4 has caused carbon deposition and
partial blocking of the anode pores. Carbon deposition was
evident from the examination of the cell after test.

4. Conclusion

Experimental current–voltage curves compared favourably
with those predicted by a model of a CGO-based IT-SOFC.
The model enables the open circuit cell leakage current to be
predicted, which was 0.05 A cm−2 under the condition used
(650◦C, 50% H2/N2 + 2.3% H2O/air). Anode performance
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decreased when H2 was replaced by CO in the fuel stream.
In particular, gas transport in the anode was inhibited, re-
flecting the decreased diffusion coefficient of CO relative
to H2. Therefore, a more open anode microstructure is re-
quired for use with CO in order to suppress mass transport
limitations. CO2, at least at the levels present in wood de-
rived gasification gases, did not affect anode performance.
Addition of methane at a concentration of 10% decreased
anode performance but further work is needed to clarify this
behaviour. Future work will focus on developing anodes
with improved microstructure, better able to operate on
CO rich fuels, together with methane and sulphur tolerant
materials.
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